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Ann-Sophie Lehmann
Taking Fingerprints
The Indexical Affordances of Artworks’ Material Surfaces
Surfaces and Traces
Works of art – however conceptual, handcrafted or ready-made – are the result of pro-
cesses.1 In these processes, diverse materials meet and are transformed.2 If defined as 
 results of material transformations, artworks necessarily carry the transformative pro-
cesses within them and can be described as indexes of their own making.3 Traces that 
pertain to making can therefore be described as indexical traces, and differ from traces of 
wear and tear that indicate ‘pastness’.4 If we assume that making is always and intrinsi-
cally related to meaning, the indexical traces that processes of making have left behind 
offer a way to understanding art.
Indeed, a first encounter with a work of art is often a cognitive search for clues about 
how and from what it was made. Take for instance Peter Fischli and David Weiss’ Polyure-
thane Installations (1991–), which are made up of everyday objects that are assembled 
into work-in-progress situations, like a builder’s workshop or a renovation site or an art-
ist’s studio. Actually, all things one sees have been hand-carved from polyurethane foam 
and painted in order to resemble everyday objects. The artwork starts taking effect when 
one realizes that the objects are not what they seem. This realization is triggered by the 
observation of the surface appearance, which leads to retracing possible processes of mak-
ing (i. e. carving, painting), which in turn may help to form a notion about possible mean-
ings.
Retracing a process inevitably introduces an order in time and space, and thus pro-
duces a number of interrelated events. The French palaeontologist André Leroi-Gourhan 
described these as the chaîne operatoire: the sequence of technological, social, and cul-
tural actions that occurs during the production of artifacts.5 Unlike utilitarian artifacts, 
however, works of art do not follow a pre-designed, familiar or easily reproducible 
 sequence. The polyethurane installations by Fischli and Weiss demonstrate this particularly 
well, as they imitate common utilitarian objects, but have been fabricated from entirely 
different materials and by different procedures. Such counterintuitive processes make the 
identification of indexical traces and their sequential ordering more difficult, as the ob-
server has to question his/her default assumptions about materials and making. Rather 
than a classic indexical trace, like the line of footsteps left behind in the sand, artworks’ 
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indexes may be better compared to the hundreds of superimposed foot-, ball-, and racket 
marks that are left behind on a clay court after a tennis match. To make things more diffi-
cult, many works do not display indexical traces at all on their surfaces. Traces may have 
been swallowed up by the work in the process of becoming (think of a photograph, which 
though it is in itself an index, does not display much of its material becoming, unless the 
chemical developing process has gone wrong); be so abundant and diverse that they are 
obscured by their complexity (a participatory work); or have been hidden and effaced 
deliberately (the polished surface of a sculpture; a conceptual work).
The question is whether an exact reconstruction of the artworks’ index is intended or 
needed. Looking for traces of making and re-constructing processes is, as has been sug-
gested above, a way of understanding art. This understanding, I propose, already starts 
with the search for traces and the operational chains they may pertain to. It does not 
necessarily result in an exact reconstruction nor does it need one; it may very well suffice 
to form a general notion of what happened in order to understand why it has happened. 
When exact dating or attribution are at stake, however, the motivation shifts from under-
standing a work of art to determining authenticity and thereby value. If that is the case, a 
different apparatus moves in and indexical traces are interpreted with analytical technol-
ogies and tested against comparative databases in order to establish scientific exactness. 
Then, the indexical trace turns from cognitive support for understanding meaning into a 
proof for a unique instance of making. This shift explains the early crossovers between art 
historical and forensic technologies, which Carlo Ginzburg revealed in his famous essay on 
clue-finding as scientific method.6
The fingerprint can rightfully be called the indexical clue par excellence. First, because 
it relates to creation as it indicates touch and thus human engagement in a most immedi-
ate and recognizable fashion. Second, because following the late 19th century discovery 
that each individual’s fingertips display a truly unique pattern, fingerprints did not only 
signal human touch in general, but the touch of a particular human individual. The subse-
quent use for identification however reduced the fingerprint to an identificatory trace, 
whereas its implications are far broader. What fingerprints actually betray about artistic 
production, is not only a question of ‘whose finger?’ but is also and intrinsically related to 
the surfaces that allowed the finger to leave a print. Only if the relation between the 
surface, its substance, the hand and the trace is taken into account (what George Didi-Hu-
berman described as the “network of material relationships” caused by bodily imprints7) 
can the manifold ways in which fingerprints make meaning in art be described and under-
stood. Fingerprints, it is proposed here, are traces that offer a way to understanding art-
works not because but in spite of their promise of authentication.
Drawing on the concept of affordances, developed by the psychologist James Jerome 
Gibson in the 1970s,8 this chapter describes surfaces as elements of artworks, which de-
pending on their material make-up offer a person to leave prints or not, or, to phrase it 
more poignantly, which ‘take fingerprints’. An affordance, Gibson wrote
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cuts across the dichotomy of subjective-objective and helps us to understand its inadequacy. It is 
equally a fact of the environment and a fact of behavior. It is both physical and psychical, yet nei-
ther. An affordance points both ways, to the environment and to the observer.9
Applied to the particular context of artistic production, this definition explains that it is 
neither maker nor tool nor material alone, but the combination that makes art. It also 
pushes the boundaries of the physical and psychical beyond the subject-object relation, and 
situates meaning as a property of both.10 In Gibson’s theory, the environment is divided into 
three prime elements: medium (such as air, light, water), substance (stone, earth, grass) and 
surface. Within this triad, surfaces are crucial because here medium and substance meet and 
the cutting across the object-subject dichotomy becomes most discernable:
The surface is where most of the action is. The surface is where light is reflected or absorbed, not 
the interior of the substance. The surface is what touches the animal, not the interior. The surface 
is where chemical reactions mostly take place. The surface is where vaporization of the substances 
into the medium occurs.11
Based on these observations, Gibson formulated nine ecological laws of surfaces, of which 
the second, fourth and eighth are particularly relevant for understanding why fingerprints 
have different meanings for different surfaces:
2. Any surface has resistance to deformation, depending on the viscosity of the substance.
4. Any surface has a characteristic texture, depending on the composition of the substance. It ge-
nerally has both a layout texture and a pigment texture.
8. A surface has a characteristic reflectance, depending on the substance.12
Before relating Gibson’s surface laws to art works, this chapter first reviews the forensic 
iconography of fingerprints in 20th century art and shows how this particular paradigm has 
impacted the perception of fingerprints found on artworks made before that period. It 
moves on to describe anthropological connotations of fingerprints, in order to explain the 
fascination they evoke. In an attempt to structure the complexity of fingerprints’ possible 
meanings, the third part discusses how different material surfaces of artworks afford fin-
gerprints in different ways. This Gibsonian approach, we will see, suggests a division be-
tween fingerprints left on soft and malleable or hard and shiny surfaces. While the latter, 
due to the ecological laws of the substances involved, signify touch after making, the first 
are generally taken to pertain to making as creation, thus producing a further and less 
impartial distinction: that between desirable and undesirable prints. Such oppositions are 
confused and made productive in contemporary art, for instance by employing digital 
procedures or partly digital substances. Fingerprints, it appears, are well suited to create 
new and unexpected relations between soft, hard and digital surfaces.
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The Artist as Fingerprint
Roland Barthes famously defined the indexical properties of photography by the medi-
ums’ ability to show, indisputably, that what ‘has been there’ in the moment it was photo-
graphed.13 Like photography, the science of dactyloscopy emerged in the first half of the 
nineteenth century. It used fingerprinting as a method of formal certification of identity 
and eventually enabled the disclosure of significant information because it indicated that 
a particular individual ‘had been there’ in a moment of crime.14 In the wake of the institu-
tionalization of fingerprinting, publications about the process and method were promi-
nently illustrated with fingerprints, sometimes on the title page.15 Such images were 
deeply associated with the criminal sciences. They were indexes that became the first pic-
torial elements of a forensic iconography.16 Didi-Huberman observed that the semiotic 
collapse of index and icon is potentially caused by all direct imprints of the human body 
because they simultaneously are and show both: “process and paradigm, presence and 
representation”.17 The fingerprint however, collapsed more definitely than imprints of any 
other body part, which lack such a definitive and at the same time visually abstract iden-
tificatory potential.18
47 Sidney Paget, Original Watercolour for the 
Illustration of the “Adventure of the Norwood 
Builder”, 1903. Austin, Arthur Conan Doyle Art 
Collection, Harry Ransom Center, The University 
of Texas at Austin.
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Among the first artistic takes on the iconic index are the illustrations of Arthur Conan 
Doyle’s Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, published first in Beeton’s Christmas Journal 
(1887) and in Strand Magazine from 1891 onwards. Shortly after the first crime had alle-
gedly been solved on the basis of fingerprint identification in London in 1902, Doyle pub-
lished “The Adventure of the Norwood Builder” (1903). In this story, the culprit tries to pin 
a murder on a man by way of a false, bloody thumbprint, which he has manufactured 
from an imprint the innocent man has left on a document seal. Illustrator Sidney Paget 
chose the instance that Holmes scrutinizes the false print on the wall through a magnify-
ing glass, an iconic scene of deduction.
This early forensic iconography was developed by several subsequent artists, for in-
stance Otto Dix, who left blood-red fingerprints on his self-portrait as Lustmörder (1920) or 
Marcel Duchamp and Piero Manzoni, who in their ironic explorations of artistic authorship, 
left respectively fingerprints on film (Marcel Duchamp, Anémic Cinéma, 1925/26) and hard-
boiled eggs (Consumazione dell’arte dinamica del pubblico divorare l’arte, 1960,  Milano, 
Archivo Opera Piero Manzoni).19 The witty self-portrait Fingerprint Man (1951) by Ameri-
can illustrator Saul Steinberg brought the semiotic collapse of index and icon to perfection: 
the half-portrait consists solely of fingerprints and the face pinpoints the paradoxical loss 
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Chuck Close followed this lead and fingerprinted portraits based on photographs, thus su-
perimposing the photographic with the fingerprinted index, but also inserting a division 
because his index produces portraits of others (see for instance Chuck Close, Keith/Round 
Fingerprint, 1979, stamp-pad ink and pencil on paper, Reynolda House Museum of American 
Art). Bruce Conner’s installation Prints (1974, Walker Art Center, Minneapolis) consists of a 
set of police fingerprints of the artist, the documentation of the process and the materials 
pertaining to it, and may count as a definite criticism of indexical control. So can John 
Baldessari’s photographic collage Five Pickles (with Fingerprints) in the Shape of a Hand 
(1975, Art Institute Chicago), which suggests that the prints were obtained from the pickles.
All these works not only reference the visual tradition of the forensic, but also its ma-
terial framework: stamp-pad ink on white, paper- or paper-like grounds. Apart from these 
art works, the forensic iconography is reiterated in crime movies and series.20 And it is also 
part of our personal experience, when we have our fingerprints taken for passports or are 
“ten-printed” in order to enter another country. This ongoing impression of the index-icon 
on our collective visual-material memory may explain why the forensic paradigm is so 
easily projected onto fingerprints found on artworks that were produced long before the 
indentificatory connotation of the index. The promotional text for a conservation studies 
journal for instance describes how “researchers shiver” with excitement at the discovery 
of such prints, which grant “moments of unexpected intimacy with masterpieces”.21 
 Indeed, fingerprints on works of art are photographed, collected, and published about as 
tiny sensations of the immediate, physical presence of an artist long dead. As if Bellini, Jan 
van Eyck, Leonardo, Vermeer, Rembrandt or Van Gogh have briefly returned from the 
grave to grant the painted surface an authenticity beyond style, brushstroke, and even 
technical analysis. But pre-forensic fingerprints where never meant to stand in for the 
artist’s identity or act in lieu of a signature, as they did in the works described above. The 
excitement therefore, is mostly in the eye of the beholder, who interprets them through 
the lens of forensic iconography, like Holmes did through his magnifying glass. And in-
deed, in many cases, they are found through the technical apparatus of magnification. 
Such prints, however, could only really become effective as identification, if they would 
have a counterpart either in a living being or in an archive. But without a database of 
 famous, dead artists’ fingerprints, they cannot be matched and may just as well have be-
longed to a colleague, an assistant, or a conservator who applied a new layer of varnish 
years later.22 This lack of reference may also be the reason that the Swedish Journal of 
Ancient Fingerprints, despite the promising venture of an archaeological dactyloscopy was 
not continued beyond the first issue that appeared in 2007. In fact, the only case known 
to me, in which an argument for attribution was made on the basis of an artist’s finger-
print, involved forged Jackson Pollock paintings, which were certified by using much the 
same method as in the Case of the Norwood Builder: a fingerprint left on a paint can 
preserved in Pollock’s Studio Museum was reproduced as a stamp and used to make fake 
prints on the fake paintings.23
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Pre-forensic fingerprints left on paintings, therefore, are quite different epistemolog-
ical objects, compared to the deliberate fingerprints by Dix, Duchamp or Steinberg. They 
differ in intent and also materiality because they are impressed in only one material, 
paint, and not the result of the encounter of two materials, ink and paper. Generally 
speaking, there are three reasons for fingerprints on paintings: they were made to either 
enhance depiction, to smooth out traces of making on the surface, or they were left be-
hind by accident. In all three cases, they are the result of a tool-like use of the hand, which 
is another reason for the prints to attract attention because in painting, most people ex-
pect tool-marks to be brushstrokes and not fingerprints.24
Van Gogh (or someone else) left an abundance of unintentional fingerprints on the 
edges of his paintings, presumably due to picking them up and moving them around the 
studio while they were still wet. Prints caused by handling are also visible in the margins 
of paintings by Jan Vermeer.25 Others were obviously intended to create a particular visual 
effect. Van Gogh tapped the painted surface with his finger to shape the clouds in one 
painting and to enhance the transparency of a background color in another (Vincent van 
Gogh, De oevers van de Seine, 1887 and Glas absinth en karaf, 1887, both Van Gogh Mu-
seum, Amsterdam).26 Though in this case, the authorship of the artist is more likely (and 
could be used to start a database of fingerprints by famous dead artists) prints such as 
these, again, were not left for reasons of identity, but tie in with a history of finger-paint-
ing.27 This history is embodied for instance by Rembrandt, who in a self-portrait drew his 
left eyebrow with his finger (Self Portrait as Zeuxis, ca. 1663, Wallraf-Richartz-Museum, 
Cologne), and also Cornelis Ketel, who supposedly painted exclusively with his fingers, 
though no print was ever found on his few surviving paintings.28 Not only the proverbial 
“rough manner” (ruwe manier) of 17th-century Dutch painters was produced or enhanced 
with fingers, but also the smooth surfaces of early Netherlandish paintings bear finger-
prints. But here fingers were used to hide and not emphasize traces of making. Such 
“de-representing” marks can be observed on several paintings by Jan van Eyck and other 
Early Netherlandish painters, who employed fingertips to pad over glazes or create per-
fect transitions in smoke, clouds or flesh areas, much like fingers are used to apply 
make-up on actual skin.29 They also appear in the faces of Giovanni Bellini’s Madonnas and 
in a number of paintings by or attributed to Leonardo da Vinci, where they were used to 
create soft transitions between face and hair.30 This occurs most noticeably in the face of 
the Virgin of the Rocks (National Gallery, London), where the regular pattern of rounded 
ridges produced by the fingertips perfectly follows the rounded shape of the face and re-
veals exactly how the fingers were applied (Farbabbildung 20).31
Taken together, the examples show two things: the fingerprints were not left for iden-
tificatory but pictorial reasons, and the finger-as-tool is effective only in relation to the 
surface of the substance on which it leaves a mark. In accordance with Gibson’s second 
ecological law of surfaces, oil paint affords fingerprints due to its viscosity in a way that a 
different medium, for instance watercolor, would not. This enables certain effects, like 
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smudging and smoothing, that fingers are better at achieving than other tools used in 
painting. So instead of causing “shivers of excitement” as tokens of authenticity, which 
they are not, fingerprints should excite us because they offer insights into processes of art 
making.
The Original Ornament
The conclusion of the last paragraph begs the question of whether it is the forensic para-
digm alone that makes us notice fingerprints, wonder at them in delight, or get a cloth to 
wipe them off. A friend once told me that it had been a fingerprint that made him want 
to become an archaeologist when he was ten years old. He discovered it on a brick, he had 
found in a field near a Roman aqueduct during a summer vacation in France. The palpable 
body-mark of a person long gone amazed him, and though he did not become an archae-
ologist, he became a sculpture curator, deeply invested in the history of touch.32 Therefore, 
not only the identifiable fingerprint can have a far-reaching impact on a person’s life. But 
what is it exactly about the fingerprint (which after all is to be expected on surfaces and 
objects, which have been touched or are the result of touching) that imbues it with so 
much power?
In the previous paragraph, the indentificatory potential of the individual fingerprint 
was related to the paradigm of the authenticity of the index, described by Roland Barthes 
with regard to photography. In order to understand why a fingerprint that cannot be 
linked to a specific owner is equally meaningful, we can refer to Charles Sander Peirce’s 
semiotic triad, where the index as particular sign originated. Embedding his system of 
signs (icon – index – symbol) in a wider triadic system of meaning making, Peirce described 
how things exist in the world, namely in themselves (firstness), in relation to another 
 (secondness), and in relation to another and to a third (thirdness; i.e. a network).33 While 
the icon and symbol reference respectively first- and thirdness, the index alone is an in-
stance of secondness, because it implies a one-to-one relation between the object and the 
phenomenon it has caused, nothing more and nothing less. Secondness, Peirce wrote, “is 
the mode of being of that which is such as it is, with respect to a second but regardless of 
any third”.34 It follows that the fingerprint is essentially relational. Because it is relational, 
it does not only refer to the specific touch of that particular finger, but also alludes to 
touch as such: upon seeing a fingerprint, we sense the presence of the other who has 
been there before us. This perception then, enables a connection through time, for in-
stance between the Roman brick maker and the ten-year-old who finds the brick two 
thousand years later. Because this connection is created through the sense of touch it is 
potentially empathic; a quality which not only informed semiotic but also phenomeno-
logical approaches to art.35 Relational and empathic, the fingerprint played a role in the 
research into the origins of human creativity, carried out around 1900. The psycho logist 
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Wilhelm Wundt for instance, explained the origin of ornament from the incidental finger-
print left on a piece of pottery: spotted by the maker, it was deliberately turned into a 
pattern of many prints.36 Also the art historian August Schmarsow explained the origin of 
art as resulting from the inevitable encounter between surfaces (Grund) and bodies 
(Körper):
man cannot resist the transferal of his body’s scale, his paces, his arm movements, even his fingers, 
onto the surface that supports all his actions [...] he who wanders along the seashore, draws pleas-
ure from his own footprints [...] the dull white-washed walls of the city beg the passing shoeshine 
boy [...] to draw his black fingers along the surface, leaving traces of the antagonism between the 
living individual and the dead surface.37
Though Schmarsow here develops his theory from the traditional dichotomy between ac-
tive maker and dead matter, he also assigns the environment (sand, seashore, white walls) 
an active part in this process, as it “supports actions” and “begs” to be marked. The entire 
chapter on Herstellungsmittel (media/materials of production), from which this passage 
stems, is in fact, Gibsonian avant-la-lettre, as Schmarsow describes how objects “approach 
us” (p. 100), how the surface of the earth offers itself as the natural place for the origin of 
artistic creation, and how the „Teilkonfigurationen“ (sub-configurations) of the ground, 
by which he means its various material surfaces and substances (i. e. wood, earth, metal, 
granite, marble) are perceived and draw out specific creative actions, that turn the media 
of production into media of representation („Darstellungsmittel“).38 Fifty years earlier, 
Gottfried Semper had noted that there was no terminology yet to describe materials with 
regard to their meaning and he missed in particular a term to describe soft material, 
which he considered the “origin of the visual arts”.39 Schmarsow started to develop such a 
terminology for his ecology of artistic creation and the affordances of surfaces to take 
fingerprints, was part of it. Today, the cognitive sciences support our empathic reaction to 
marks on surfaces: observations show, that upon viewing touch, our brains perform similar 
neurological actions to those that occur during the actual experience of touching.40 It 
would follow, that upon seeing a fingerprint on a given surface, our brain creates an echo 
of how it feels to actually touch that surface.
It can be concluded, that the forensic iconography is embedded into an older, anthro-
pological history of fingerprints, in which these are associated with formative pleasure 
and appear as traces of creation and possibly even witnesses to the origin of art. This his-
tory explains why popular visual culture today, apart from the forensic, considers the fin-
gerprint also as a sign of love and affection. For instance, when two prints are combined 
to form a heart shape (a popular tattoo and jewelry design), or trinkets are crafted from 
salt dough to preserve the fingerprints of lovers, babies, even entire families. In such ob-
jects, the notion of authenticity and identification of forensics merge with the relational 
connotations of the pre-forensic print. In craft culture, these artefacts are referred to as 
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fingerprint ornaments, suggesting a diachronic consistency of the prints’ ornamental 
 affordances that Wundt described around 1900.
Fingerprints are suitable to ornamentation for a number of reasons: they are small and 
regular; they are easy to repeat while forming a substance (imagine someone who shapes 
the brim of a pot with two hands); and finally, unlike other body parts (hands, feet, face) 
they do not produce an immediately recognizable shape, but a regular roundel with an 
abstract, linear pattern inside. All of these qualities endow the fingerprint, which has 
been approached here from an iconological perspective, also with a strong anti-iconic 
component. The print therefore not only collapses index and icon, as Didi-Huberman 
pointed out, but also features both sides of a traditional art historical opposition: the 
 indexical copy of nature, which denotes realism, and the ornament, that gives rise to ab-
straction.
Forensic and empathic, pictorial and effacing, realistic and ornamental: fingerprints 
emerge as layered objects and need to be analyzed carefully with regard to these differ-
ent, opposing and nonetheless interrelated options they have for making meaning in and 
on works of art. To untangle these meanings and at the same time show the entangle-
ment between finger and surface, print and substance, it helps to consider the affordances 
of the materials that “take prints” in a number of examples.41
The Good, the Bad, and the Giant Fingerprint
So far, softness in combination with plasticity – the specific quality of a substance to retain 
shape described in Gibson’s second law – has emerged as paramount property of a surface 
to afford prints. Softness alone is not enough, however, as textiles for instance, do not 
take visible fingerprints; a fact that complies with Gibson’s fourth law, that describes the 
importance of texture and material composition of surfaces. In general, fingerprints in 
paint and clay, are taken as signs of creative interaction, charging the material with a 
warm and positive connotation and emphasizing the material memory of the substance. 
Fingerprints discovered on clay sculptures therefore are treated with less excitement than 
those discovered on paintings, as they are to be expected, but nonetheless offer a way 
into the analysis of working procedures.42 The impressions on soft materials can also be 
transferred to hard materials, for instance in the process of casting bronze sculpture from 
clay models. They reference a process of material transformation, while the observer un-
derstands that they initially occurred in a different material. Such literal second-hand 
marks are a regular feature of late nineteenth and early twentieth century cast bronze 
sculptures, when a rougher surface and traces of making became an aesthetically accepted 
and even desirable feature of the sculptured surface. When fingerprints origin on hard 
surfaces, however, they are generally considered to disrupt the aesthetic experience: 
the shininess of metal and mirrors, and the transparancy of glass which affords reflection 
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(Gibson’s eighth law), is diminished and disturbed by fingerprints. Prints on shiny surface 
are generally not the result of making but of handling. They are intuitively experienced as 
traces, which do not pertain to creation but to use, turning them into potentially un-
wanted prints. Just like on soft materials, these prints are a result of the affordance of the 
surface, but now in relation to the substances on the finger. Visible, black fingerprints on 
brass and silver surfaces as well as on paper and parchment are caused by the residue of 
human skin; a quite aggressive mixture of fat, water, and salt, that if not removed, causes 
a chemical reaction that etches fingerprints into the surface permanently.43 While the 
“power of patina” can increase the cultural value of an object, actual fingerprints are 
seldom perceived as patina, which favors a more indistinct aura of usage.44 Only inciden-
tally are concrete traces of handling on originally shiny surfaces considered aesthetically 
pleasing, for instance in Japanese lacquer ware.45
The erosive effect of sweat and dirt on human hands perfectly illustrates Gibson’s de-
scription of the surfaces’ relevance: “The surface is where chemical reactions mostly take 
place. The surface is where vaporization of the substances into the medium occurs.”46 It’s 
also the reason why professional handlers of artworks wear gloves, as do criminals, and if 
they don’t, we see them wiping the handles of the guns they used, just like we see inves-
tigators dusting for fingerprints (both actions are standard motifs of forensic iconogra-
phy). These ‘bad’ fingerprints add yet another category to the list summed up at the end 
of the previous paragraph: unwanted ones. Semâ Bekirovic’s Relational Voodoo (2016) 
makes such touches productive by using the forensic apparatus on a postcard and a life-
size bronze copy of Rodin’s La Penseur (ca. 1904). The postcard and the copy have been 
dusted with fingerprint powder and placed under UV-lights, revealing hundreds of finger- 
and handprints that form an awesome colour film on the postcard and a glistening second 
skin on the sculpture (Farbabbildung 21).
Fingerprint powder was developed early on in forensic sciences in order to make the 
bodily residue on surfaces visible to the eye. The powder can consist of a variety of ingre-
dients, but generally two main components are crucial: a binder, which adheres to the 
salt-fat-water mixture and creates a relief from the traces, and a pigment that renders the 
relief visible.47 Any paint is composed of binder and pigments and with the fingerprint 
powder, Bekirovic’s work “paints” the prints into a beautiful visibility. As an artwork, Re-
lational Vodoo is effective because it makes use of the forensic iconography and the appa-
ratus pertaining to it, while at the same time emphasizing the empathic effect that the 
now visible touches produce: everyone knows the urge to touch sculpture, has suppressed 
it, but also yielded to it, when no one was looking. It is these furtive touches that Bekirovic 
brings to light.
Like metal, the surfaces of photographs are a shiny plane, on which prints are highly 
undesirable. Notwithstanding the power of photographs to touch us, which Roland 
Barthes described as the punctum (the piercing detail that reaches out to us), we do not 
really want to touch the precious surface for fear of spoiling it. But one could also look
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49 Henrik Jacob, 
Mike Tyson, 2011, 
20 x 22 cm, Play-Doh. 
Collection of the 
artist.
upon a fingerprint on a photograph as one index being superimposed onto the other: the 
glimpse at some real moment that the photographic print presents, is obscured by finger-
prints, which speak of a different real moment, when the print was touched. Artists who 
combine fingerprints and photography make this superimposition productive, like for in-
stance Chuck Close in his large portraits, which were based on photographs and executed 
with fingerprints. The German artist Henrik Jacob gives a new dimension to this particular 
layering of indexes by employing a different material: he reconstructs photographs with 
small pieces of Play-Doh in shades of gray, black and white, which are pressed onto a flat 
surface. Though the results retain the classic two-dimensional format of a photograph, 
they also have a distinctly three-dimensional quality about them, because the blobs of 
Play-Doh are layered and show the imprint of the fingers that shaped them. The Play-Doh 
pictures have diverse yet typical photographic subjects – a Ming Vase, a portrait of Mike 
 Tyson, a shop display, a parking lot – and occupy a space somewhere between sculpture 
and photography. The fingerprints in the Play-Doh (which we know from experience does 
not harden like real clay) draw out the observers’ tactile desire to continue the work by 
adding on more little lumps.
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50 Evan Roth, Slide to 
Unlock, 65 x 120 cm, 
lambda print face 
mounted on acrylic, 
dibond backing.
While touching photographs was considered destructive as long as they were printed on 
paper, the emergence of touchscreen technology has made touching photographs an eve-
ryday practice, transferring the problematic residue on our fingertips to a different sur-
face: the screen. Some touchscreen users carry a special antistatic cloth while others simply 
use their sweaters to wipe away the marks that the interaction leaves behind. The cons-
tant production of undesired fingerprints, which are not only afforded but demanded by 
the way the technology works, have inspired the American artist Evan Roth, who re-mate-
rializes digital-born phenomena in traditional media. The works Slide to Unlock and Zoom 
In, Zoom Out (2011, 2013) from the Multi-Touch Series isolate the marks that fingers leave 
when carrying out exactly these commands.
The oversized photographs of the ephemeral traces emphasize the finger movements 
that have become second nature to users of touchscreen technology. By translating the 
traces into clear black-on-white marks, Roth harks back to the forensic iconography. But 
the images’ aesthetic effect lies in the way they relate the unwanted fingerprint on the 
screen to the finger-as-tool: the detested smear becomes a beautiful gesture, reminiscent 
of Chinese calligraphy, allowing observers to reflect differently on their everyday swiping, 
zooming and pinching.48
All the works described here make surfaces productive and play with their affordances. 
They combine surfaces that love to be touched, like paint and clay, with those that are 
forbidden to touch, like brass, silver, bronze and photographs, and finally with those that 
have to be touched to render them active, like the touchscreen.
Surfaces and substances that extend into the digital or have been worked using digital 
processes undermine the looming dichotomy between soft, malleable and responsive 
 surfaces on the one hand and hard, shiny and reflective surfaces on the other even more. 
Two examples show how digital processes let fingerprints occur in unexpected places, on 
substances that usually do not afford prints, or in unusual sizes.
MetaFoil is a stage curtain that the Los Angeles based artist Pae White made in 2008 
for the new opera house in Oslo. The large tapestry started out from a piece of aluminum
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51 Pae White, MetaFoil, 2008, cotton and polyester, 29 x 11 m. Oslo, Opera House.
foil, which the artist crumpled up, unfolded and photographed. The resulting high-resolu-
tion transparencies served as input for the digitally woven tapestry. The curtains’ aesthetic 
impact relies on the interplay between represented and actual material: what appears to 
be a shiny, creased metallic surface is actually woven with dull cotton and polyester 
 threads. The apparent sheen of the foil is achieved only through the faithful rendering of 
the optical effects, not the  materials’ actual qualities.49 White describes the counterintui-
tive encounter of materials as a core element of her art making. To her, materials are 
 active, even conscious beings. Recreating the small piece of foil as a large tapestry, was as 
if the textiles “had a dream of becoming something that was not in their nature, a fantasy 
of being silver and reflective [...] As if the material itself were in costume, and on stage.”50 
White started on her woven works with a cooperative in Mexico, but their irregular and 
crafty style dominated the look of the tapestry. In search of a technique that would im-
pose a less or rather no per sonal style at all, she discovered the Flanders Tapestries Com-
pany in Wielsbeke, West-Flanders, a manufacture that continues the century-old Flemish 
tradition of translating designs into large-scale tapestries. To facilitate intricate, pictorial 
designs, the mill works with a digitally driven loom. Yet it was exactly this seemingly im-
personal technology that inserted unknowingly and as a surprise to the artist herself, a 
gigantic personal signature. When White had crumpled up the aluminum foil, she had left 
a fingerprint on the metal surface. Blown up to immense proportions by the high-resolu-
tion photograph that provi ded the data for the digital loom, it was translated onto the
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52 Urs Fischer, Big Clay #3, 
2008–2011, Cast aluminum, 
chrome steel skeleton, 
chrome steel bolts, 10,25 x 
7,60 x 6,50 m. Greenwich, 
Connecticut, The Brant 
Foundation Art Study 
Center.
textile surface; a surface that is not susceptible to prints. Only after the weaving, the print 
was discovered in the upper left corner of MetaFoil, a slight yet clearly different pattern 
amongst the regular triangular shapes that form the reflecting wrinkles of metal.
Like Pae White, the Swiss-born, New York artist based Urs Fischer, works with a wide 
array of found and formed materials and gravitates towards the large scale. Unlike White, 
however, Fischer favors the personal mark and recently used an immense amount of clay, 
the foremost artistic material to afford fingerprints. In 2013, he enlisted the help of 1500 
volunteers to work no less than 300 tons of clay into sculptures for his project Yes at the 
Museum of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles.51 Collaborators worked without any instruc-
tions or predetermined plan, turning clay into a participatory mass medium. The Last 
 Supper, one of the sculptures on which Fischer himself worked during the clay-marathons, 
and which bears the imprints of many hands, was cast into bronze. The casting process is 
enabled by a high-resolution 3D scanner, which was also employed for other work, such as 
the Big Clay series.
These sculptures started out as very small lumps of clay, which Fisher kneaded into in-
distinct shapes of approximately five centimeters within only a few moments. The objects 
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were scanned at the Kunstgießerei (Sitterwerke, St. Gallen), a foundry specialized in pro-
ducing large-scale, materially challenging art projects with cutting edge equipment and 
specialized knowledge of old and new technologies.52 From the scan, differently sized 
models and eventually a large mold was produced, in order to cast Big Clay in several parts 
in aluminum at the Chinese partner of the Kunstgießerei.53 Big Clay #3 is eleven meters 
high and a landmark in the grounds of the The Brant Foundation Art Study Center (Green-
wich, Connecticut). The sculpture displays clearly visible, very large fingerprints and looks 
as if it has been kneaded by a giant for whom the big lump of aluminum must have felt as 
small and malleable as the tiny lump of clay to Fischer.
Where the Action Is
The brief inventory of the indexical affordance of different surfaces has shown how fin-
gerprints emerge and entangle tools, surfaces, substances, and marks in a “network of 
material relationships”.54 White’s and Fischer’s works illustrate particularly well that the 
print indeed enables a better understanding of the work’s potential meaning. Pae White 
did not intend to leave a print. Like a criminal, she left it behind unwittingly when crum-
pling up the aluminum, a substance susceptible to the residue on her fingertips. It materi-
alized through the magnification of the high-resolution photograph – a forensic method 
in fact – and was discovered only after the weaving. Unwanted or not, the mark on the 
woven surface is a clue to the process that enabled the “dream of the woven tapestry 
to become something it was not”, as White described it. While the title MetaFoil and the 
optical appearance of the curtain speak of metal and leave the viewer to wonder about 
the nature of transfer between materials, the fingerprint leads us back through the oper-
ational chain that actually worked foil into tapestry. It does not only reveal the material 
transfer from aluminum to textiles, and therefore from a high to a low indexical affor-
dance. It also explains the shift in scale, achieved by the digital-mechanical apparatus and 
as such the meta of MetaFoil. Big Clay works in a comparable manner: its title draws 
 attention to the material of the artwork, which is precisely not the one in the title, 
while big, just like meta, hints to a change in scale. Again, the fingerprints – now intended 
to be visible – offer a clue to understanding the apparent paradox: the metal, which does 
not afford fingers to leave indented marks, cannot be the original material and the prints’ 
size shows that the work must have started out small and was subjected to a radical 
change in scale. The immense effort of the many hands, bodies, and machines it took 
to make an eleven-meter high aluminum cast stands in a sharp and ironic contrast with 
the sloppy squeezes that produced the vaguely shaped piece of clay. Both works therefore 
emerge from the travel between soft and hard materials and relate their processes of 
 becoming through desired as well as undesired fingerprints. Finally, the indexes, claimed 
as monumental signatures or left by accident, also highlight the fact that an individual 
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could never have achieved these works alone, thereby revealing their collaborative pro-
duction.
Surfaces of artworks have emerged here as places “where the action is”, as Gibson 
noted, or rather, where the action has been. The action of making art – as the initial hy-
pothesis at the beginning of this chapter posed – can be reconstructed through a careful 
analysis of surface traces with regard to the particular material qualities or affordances of 
surfaces and substances, such as viscosity, plasticity, texture, reflectance, chemical reaction 
etc. As an exceptionally distinct index of artistic action, the fingerprints’ interpretation in 
relation to surface affordances allowed for an exercise in understanding making and con-
sequently, meaning. Fingerprints, however, are only one among the manifold traces, 
which surfaces take from hands or tools, or material interactions. They all – including 
 invisible or removed traces – betray making and need to be considered when studying 
surfaces of artworks as meaningful places.
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